Diffusion Tubes
M eas ur in g ai r q uali t y

Diffusion tubes measure
the amount of different
types of gases that are in
the air, but they are most
often used to measure
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2). If
there is a lot of Nitrogen
Dioxide in the air it can
usually mean that the air
is very polluted.

Diffusion tubes contain a
steel mesh, coated in a
special chemical, beneath
the coloured cap. When
gases pass over this mesh
a chemical reaction occurs
which tells us how much
Nitrogen Dioxide
there is in
NO2
the air.

H ow t o u s e yo ur d i ffu s i on t ub e

1

Remove the white plastic cap
from the bottom of the tube.

2

Put the tube in its holder and
secure it to a wall or pole, with
the coloured cap pointing up.

3

Now wait! After 4-5 weeks the
tube will have measured the
amount of Nitrogen Dioxide in
the air nearby.

4

Take down the tube and send it
off to the laboratory, where a
scientist will analyse it. They
will then be able to tell you if
the amount of Nitrogen Dioxide
in the area is normal or high.

For help or advice please contact
Sarah Jane Edwards-Bonner or Fipa Nindi
MidKent Environmental Health
e EHAdmin@MidKent.gov.uk
t 01622 602450

TO P T IPS
Ensure the tube is secure
and will not fall down or
blow away.
Record the time and date
that you put up and take
down the tube.
Make a note of changes
in the area such as road
works, school holiday
periods, etc.
Do not place the tube
upside down, in a windy
spot, in a doorway or in a
hole - it won’t be able to
measure properly.

